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The Christian day school is a mainstay of our Reformed heritage. History has shown that 

when the school is present the church will flourish. What a blessing when church, home and 

school work together in the rearing of covenant youth. But has it become a reality for many of us 

that our life is being lived out of the school as opposed to out of the church? Have Protestant 

Reformed schools taken preeminence over Protestant Reformed churches? 

Could an unwavering commitment to Protestant Reformed schools actually be damaging 

our denomination as a whole? Absurd? Think about it. We establish a home mission, begin, or 

welcome into the denomination a new congregation and the little group begins to grow in its 

knowledge of the Reformed truths. Along with this increased knowledge comes a concern for the 

education of the covenant youth of the congregation. How long before some of the young 

families start moving away to where we have schools established? Do we encourage such 

moves? This small congregation will continue to struggle for existence until, eventually, it too 

can establish a school of its own. But as long as the young families continue to move away, a 

school will never be established. Perhaps the church will eventually need to disband. A beacon of 

light has been extinguished within the darkness. 

There is a trend of families leaving our smaller congregations which do not have 

Protestant Reformed schools within their vicinity. Once a family has children which reach school 

age, or high school age if no PR high school is available, families are moving “back” to where 

our schools are located. What devastating effects this has on our mission efforts. What is 

realistically going to happen to our smaller congregations as the years go on? You can not have 

congregations comprised of the elderly, the single and the infertile. Will we eventually be a 

denomination located in only three areas of the United States? God forbid! 

If a job was available, would we be willing to live in an area where there is a solid 

Protestant Reformed church but not a PR school? What about our ministers? Are those with 

young families willing to take a call to a church if a school is not present? If not, then maybe we 

need to reevaluate how our work is being done. Perhaps we should not allow the establishment 

of churches if we do not begin a school simultaneously. Ridiculous or realistic? 

Has the school also come to take a more important place than that of the home in the 

raising of our covenant youth? At first glance, the man who is willing to commute 1-2 hours one 

way to work each day so his children can attend a PR school is making a noble sacrifice. But all 

those hours add up to time when that father is not home leading his family. Can the school 

compensate for that loss? Now, what if another PR church is located close by that place of 

employment but there is not a school? Again I ask, will we be a denomination located in just 

three areas of the United States? 

The reason usually given when a young family chooses to move to where there is a PR 

school is that they are concerned about the future of their children. I guarantee you, we are all 

concerned for the future of our covenant youth. It is an impossible task, apart from the grace of 

God, to bring up godly children in today’s world regardless of what school they attend. But are 

we placing a sinful confidence upon our Protestant Reformed schools? I hope the parent who 

drops their child off at the PR school every morning prays for God’s watchful eye upon that child 

as fervently as the parent whose child is going to the local non-PR Christian school. Do the 

parents of the PR schools discuss with and quiz their children about their daily Bible lessons as 



thoroghly as the parents whose children are attending a Baptist or Presbyterian school? Do the 

parents of the PR schooled children pray for God’s never failing grace upon their children as 

sincerely as the homeschooling mother who faces her own weaknesses morning after morning? 

God forbid our Protestant Reformed schools ever give us an excuse to become lazy in the rearing 

of our own children. 

What a blessing God has given us in the establishment of many of our own schools. May 

they never stand in the way of the spreading of the Gospel or the establishment and growth of 

true Reformed churches. 
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